
POEMS - “My Gift”

Surprise
A gift

Always makes you happy
No matter what it is

Thank him

Shemsi Moreno

Grateful
When receiving, 

But even happier, 
There’s no such feeling

As  giving. 

Kajsa Sabrina

Misterious,
Special day.

Give or receive?
What will it be?

Hapiness.

Eduardo Guijosa



Feelings
In gifts

In each birthday
You give and get

Love

Pablo Infantes

Gift,
One Word,

Show of affection,
Don´t need explanation,

Only the love.

Alba Pinto

Dream,
Your birthday,

With friends and family,
Happiness.

Lucía Jaén



Intriguing
Wrapped feelings

Graceful decorated box
What do you expect?

Surprise!

Jéssica Torales

Present
Wonderful surprise

Something very nice
Something that brings hapiness

Gift

Patricia González

Your gifts inspire mine 
They are only details 
That brighten the day 
From morning to night 
An unforgettable gift

Nazaret Vargas



gifts:
They cause me joy

Sometimes they express feelings
Illusions that are never repeated

Chatilla

They are very small gifts 
for such a large value.

But it is in my hands to give it, what i do
with a happy heart and with the hope
that you do not keep them so much

for their value but for what they mean
as a memory. 

José Antonio Romero

Essential for rich,
nice for average,
miracle for poor,

and for me,
a simple smile is a gift.

Lidia Herrera



The paper that wraps your gift 
Reddish as roses 

With a surprise inside 
That will illuminate your face 

When you break it 

Aroa Bonilla

The present
With family and friends 

You can make
You can buy

Always your sensation is illusion

Mónica Anillo

Gifts,
excited children

very happy family
for than special day...

Christmas!

Paola Gutiérrez



Christmas
with friends
is all perfect

is the best time
incredible

Mario Sánchez

Intrigue, 
a box, 

a colored ribbon, 
a smile, 

happiness! 

Helena Núñez

Present
is special

for you, together
Yesterday, now, tomorrow, perfect

together

Adrián Sánchez



Present
After all...

Our good moments
Favourite and love days

Birthday!

Isabel Mª Peralta


